To: All Water Customers

Subject: Blue stake on your lawn…

If you have noticed a wooden stake on your lawn with blue paint, this letter is to explain why we are placing these all over the city.
We are locating every customer service valve connected to the water distribution system and need the most accurate location for our digital mapping program. The project will take most of the summer to complete:

May, June July - Find all service valves and locate with blue painted stakes
Late July, August - Digitally record each stake and upload into the mapping program

The District would greatly appreciate everyone’s participation in this important project by not removing the wooden stake from your yard. The District will remove each stake after each one is digitally recorded and uploaded into our mapping program.

There are over 1,800 valves throughout the city to locate, stake, digitally record and upload. Below is a picture with an example of blue painted wooden stake.

Please contact the Main Office at 207-496-0911 or stop in at 176 Limestone Street, with any questions. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Hugh A. Kirkpatrick

Hugh A. Kirkpatrick
General Manager

cc.: project file